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Gross domestic product grew by 3.5 per cent in 2020
According to Statistics Finland’s preliminary data, the volume of Finland’s GDP rose by 3.5 per
cent in 2021. The growth became slightly revised from February’s quarterly national accounts
as government finance data were updated (was -3.3 per cent). Gross domestic product per capita
exceeded the level prior to the financial crisis.

Annual change in the volume of gross domestic product, per cent

Private consumption returned to growth track in 2021 — the corona slump
in consumption was short-lived
Private consumption was again clearly growing in 2021 after the temporary slump in 2020. The level of
private consumption now rose to a clearly higher level than prior to the corona crisis. The impact of the
coronavirus on private consumption growth was thus short-lived.

Households' saving rate returned to the customary level of 1.2 per cent in 2021. Private consumption grew
but, on the other hand, household disposable income also grew as employment increased clearly. In 2020,
households' saving rate was still exceptionally high, as private consumption decreasedmore than household
disposable income.

The number of employed persons has quickly recovered from the corona slump and in 2021 the number
of employed persons was higher than in previous years. This has also supported households' disposable
income.

Quoting is encouraged provided Statistics Finland is acknowledged as the source.Helsinki 15.3.2022
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According to preliminary financial accounts data, households’ indebtedness rate rose to 136 per cent in
2021, having been 133 per cent in 2020.

Gross domestic product per capita exceeded levels prior to the financial
crisis
Gross domestic product per capita rose to a new record level in 2021 (volume series 2015=100). The
previous record level was from 2008, that is, the time before the financial crisis. Many European countries
recovered from the financial crisis within a few years.

Gross domestic product per capita in 2007 to 2021, volume index
2015=100

It took Finland an exceptionally long time to reach the level prior to the financial crisis. This is partly
explained by the fall in value added in the electrical and electronics industry that came after the financial
crisis. It was also partly caused by the ageing of the population. The size of the working-age population
has not grown in proportion to total population.

Before the financial crisis, Finland's economic growth relied on exports. In recent years, private consumption
has been the engine behind growth. There has been growth in the 2010s particularly in service exports,
but in Sweden, for example, service exports have grown faster.

In the 2010s, Finland's exports were also partly affected by the drop in Russian trade in 2014 to 2015.
Before 2014, the share of Russian exports in total exports of international trade in goods and services was
close to 10 per cent, while after that, the share has fallen to around five per cent.

GDP per capita is a generally used measure of the national economy in international comparisons. Volume
index describes an economic series from which the effect of price change, or inflation, has been removed.

General government deficit halved from 2020 — central government deficit
diminished
The financial position, or net lending, of general government showed a deficit of EUR 6.5 billion in 2021.
In the previous year, the deficit was EUR 13.1 billion. The contraction in general government deficit was
affected by fallen expenditure related to the corona pandemic and an increased accrual of tax revenue and
social security contributions. In 2021, the deficit was 2.6 per cent relative to GDP. Statistics Finland will
publish the deficit and debt data to be reported to the European Commission on 21 April 2022.
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General government surplus / deficit by sector (EURmillion) relative
to GDP (per cent)

The deficit of central government was EUR 8.1 billion, while one year before it was EUR 13.1 billion.
The deficit of local government (municipalities and joint municipal authorities, etc.) grew from the previous
year, being EUR 844 million.

The surplus of employment pension schemes grew again considerably as dividend income and received
social security contributions grew, to around EUR 2.2 billion. The surplus does not include value changes
in investments. The financial position of other social security funds also improved, being EUR 216million
in surplus.

A new transaction, “D763 Miscellaneous non-tax contribution of the government to the institutions of the
EU”, has been adopted in national accounts for recording the EU's plastics charge that entered into force
at the beginning of 2021. The contribution is recorded as expenditure for central government and as revenue
for the rest of the world sector. In 2021, the contribution was EUR 68 million.

Revision of quarterly national accounts
In connection with the March release, we have also updated the database tables of quarterly national
accounts in accordance with the European revision policy. Compared to February, the data have become
revised especially as concerns government finance and the rest of the world.
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Appendix tables

Gross domestic product (GDP) 1975-2021*

GDP per capita,
volume series,
reference year
2015, EUR

GDP per capita,
at current prices,
EUR

Change in
prices, %

Change in
volume, %

Change in
value, %

Volume series,
reference year
2015, million EUR

At current prices,
million EUR

Year

18 5763 851...87 52018 1451975

18 6134 36013,00,513,687 95920 6041976

18 6214 7729,40,39,888 24522 6141977

19 1525 2717,43,110,891 02025 0511978

20 4756 0988,27,216,097 55629 0561979

21 5617 0429,75,615,8103 04933 6571980

21 7517 93111,61,313,1104 40638 0671981

22 3028 8689,13,112,4107 65042 8031982

22 8609 8348,23,111,6111 00547 7521983

23 47510 9518,43,212,0114 59953 4601984

24 20711 8815,23,59,0118 66658 2451985

24 79312 7474,82,87,6121 93562 6931986

25 60713 7304,33,68,0126 29467 7161987

26 86415 5117,75,213,3132 88376 7231988

28 12917 3016,55,111,9139 64385 8911989

28 19318 2415,20,75,9140 58090 9591990

26 38917 3321,5-5,9-4,5132 30586 8991991

25 37616 8150,9-3,3-2,4127 94684 7821992

25 08716 9171,8-0,71,1127 09985 7081993

25 96917 8351,84,05,9132 13790 7491994

26 96119 2944,24,28,6137 70998 5491995

27 85819 920-0,13,73,6142 759102 0831996

29 53521 5592,16,38,5151 802110 8071997

31 06423 3773,15,58,7160 086120 4741998

32 34924 5700,94,45,3167 097126 9161999

34 14526 3591,65,87,5176 744136 4422000

34 95727 8773,32,66,0181 356144 6282001

35 46828 5520,91,72,7184 452148 4862002

36 09229 1100,22,02,2188 148151 7492003

37 42430 3660,64,04,6195 659158 7582004

38 33331 3920,92,83,7201 098164 6872005

39 72432 8310,94,05,0209 197172 8972006

41 65235 3722,85,38,2220 283187 0722007

41 78336 5613,00,83,8222 010194 2652008

38 22634 0421,8-8,1-6,4204 084181 7472009

39 26335 0790,33,23,5210 586188 1432010

40 07836 7462,62,55,2215 950197 9982011

39 33037 1333,0-1,41,5212 933201 0372012

38 79637 5662,6-0,91,6211 012204 3212013

38 48837 8761,6-0,41,3210 242206 8972014

38 57038 5701,60,52,2211 385211 3852015

39 54839 5830,12,82,9217 328217 5182016
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GDP per capita,
volume series,
reference year
2015, EUR

GDP per capita,
at current prices,
EUR

Change in
prices, %

Change in
volume, %

Change in
value, %

Volume series,
reference year
2015, million EUR

At current prices,
million EUR

40 71541 0840,83,24,0224 266226 3012017

41 12042 3242,01,13,2226 827233 4682018

41 58143 4391,51,22,7229 596239 8522019

40 55843 0321,6-2,3-0,8224 316237 9952020*

41 88645 6442,73,56,3232 110252 9342021*

Revision of annual volume change, %

2021*2020*2019201820172016201520142013201220112010200920082007

3,3-2,91,02,23,11,60,4-0,1-1,4-0,22,93,1-7,80,94,41. releaseGross
domestic
product .-2,31,21,13,22,80,5-0,4-0,9-1,42,53,2-8,10,85,3

Previous
release

3,5-2,31,21,13,22,80,5-0,4-0,9-1,42,53,2-8,10,85,3
Latest
release

0,20,60,2-1,10,11,20,1-0,30,5-1,2-0,40,1-0,3-0,10,9

Revision,
%-points
(latest
minus first)

5,0-6,62,54,22,62,0-1,2-1,4-1,8-3,70,12,6-22,3-1,34,11. releaseImports

.-6,62,45,74,35,72,0-0,90,11,16,26,3-17,08,07,4
Previous
release

5,3-6,62,45,74,35,72,0-0,90,11,16,26,3-17,08,07,4
Latest
release

0,30,0-0,11,51,73,73,20,51,94,86,13,75,39,33,3

Revision,
%-points
(latest
minus first)

4,2-6,37,11,58,30,70,4-0,40,3-1,4-0,85,1-24,3-1,14,81. releaseExports

.-7,56,71,58,83,90,4-2,00,60,22,06,2-20,16,69,0
Previous
release

4,7-7,56,71,58,83,90,4-2,00,60,22,06,2-20,16,69,0
Latest
release

0,5-1,2-0,40,00,53,20,0-1,60,31,62,81,14,27,74,2

Revision,
%-points
(latest
minus first)

2,9-3,30,91,51,41,40,8-0,1-0,31,42,61,9-1,31,92,81. releaseFinal
consumption
expenditure .-2,71,11,80,61,91,50,30,00,42,02,0-1,61,92,8

Previous
release

3,2-2,71,11,80,61,91,50,30,00,42,02,0-1,61,92,8
Latest
release

0,30,60,20,3-0,80,50,70,40,3-1,0-0,60,1-0,30,00,0

Revision,
%-points
(latest
minus first)

2,0-2,8-1,13,26,35,2-1,1-5,1-4,6-2,94,60,8-13,41,07,61. releaseGross fixed
capital
formation .-0,3-1,53,64,89,00,5-1,8-4,6-0,33,92,3-12,00,610,3

Previous
release

1,2-0,3-1,53,64,89,00,5-1,8-4,6-0,33,92,3-12,00,610,3
Latest
release

-0,82,5-0,40,4-1,53,81,63,30,02,6-0,71,51,4-0,42,7

Revision,
%-points
(latest
minus first)
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